Macquarie Darling Work Placement Inc. T/as
WESTERN STUDENT CONNECTIONS
Structured Workplace Learning ‘Mud-Map’ - Region 20
Macquarie, Western Plains, Wollemi, Bathurst Networks + Tier 5
Connected Community School

Region 20 - North West
Kim Sunderland

Western Plains Network
- Baradine CS - Emma Riley
- Binnaway CS - Simone Wilson
- Coonabarabran HS - Nancy Doolan
- Gilgandra HS - TBC
- Gulargambone CS - Gianni Standing
- TAFE - Coonabarabran Campus - TBC

Tier 5 - Connected Community School
- Coonamble HS - Terry Lewis
- TAFE - Coonamble Campus - Lindy Regan

Region 20 - South East
Karen Dyball

Macquarie Network
- Gulgong HS - TBC
- Mudgee HS - Michelle McQuiggin
- St. Matthews Catholic School Mudgee - Anthony Wentzel
- TAFE - Mudgee Campus - Melissa Baxter

Bathurst Network
- Kandos HS - Julie Parsons
- TAFE - Mudgee Campus - Melissa Baxter

Wollemi Network
- Coolah CS - Shannon Bush
- Dunedoo CS - Belinda Fergusson / Margaret Scifleet
- TAFE - Dunedoo Campus - Melissa Baxter
- TAFE - Kandos Campus – Melissa Baxter

Western Plains Network
- Mendooran CS - Julie Waters
Western Student Connections - as @ 01/01/2015
Macquarie Darling Work Placement Inc. T/as
WESTERN STUDENT CONNECTIONS
Structured Workplace Learning ‘Mud-Map’ - Regions 21 and 22 - Macquarie, Western Plains, Lachlan, Far West Networks + Tier 5 - Connected Community Schools

Outreach TVET Coordinator Far West - Patsy Saul
Bourke/Brewarrina/Gilgandra/Goodooga/Lightning Ridge/Nyngan/Walgett/Wellington/Warren Campuses

Region 21 - Accessing Dubbo City - Karen Dyball
Macquarie Network
• #Dubbo College - Caroline Watts - BS, Ent, Hosp, IT, PI, Ret
• #St John’s College Dubbo - Kerry-Lyn Strain - BS, Ent, Hosp, IT, PI, Ret
Lachlan/Macquarie Networks
• #Western Access* - BS, Ent, Hosp, IT, PI, Ret - Catherine Doyle

Region 21 - Far West - some local coordination negotiable others access Dubbo City - Kim Sunderland
Western Plains Network
• Goodooga CS - Kate Blunt
• Lightning Ridge CS - Julie O’Donohue
Lachlan Network
• Nyngan HS - Noeline Walsh
Tier 5 - Connected Community Schools
• Bourke HS - Angela Cohen / Anna McCormle
• Brewarrina CS - Kath Hertslet
• Walgett CCHS - Erika Mulholland - Walgett DEC

Region 22 - Helen Sims
Far West Network
• Broken Hill HS - Matt Storey
• Ivanhoe CS - Vishnu Maharaj
• Willyama HS - Jim Harvey
• TAFE - Broken Hill Campus - Cindy Burke
Tier 5 - Connected Community Schools
• Menindee CS - Adam Bailey / Gavin Blows
• Wilcannia CS - Michelle Hasking

Far West Network
• Coomealla HS, Mildura TAFE, Victorian Education Department - Paul Celegon / Sandra Cottrell sends paperwork to Kim Sunderland

*Western Access* - Catherine Doyle

Lachlan Network
• Peak Hill CS
• Tottenham CS
• Tullamore CS
• Trangie CS
• Trundle CS

Lachlan Access Program
• Tullibigeal CS - Tim Small

Macquarie Network
• Yeoval CS

# School’s shared between Karen and Kim

Western Student Connections - as @ 01/01/2015
Allocated Schools
- Cobar
- Coonamble
- Dubbo College
- Dubbo School of Distance Education
- Gilgandra
- Narrabri
- Narromine
- Wellington
- Walgett
- Wee Waa

Additional Schools
- Binnaway
- Canobolas Rural Technology
- Condobolin
- Coomealla
- Coonabarabran
- Dunedoo
- Forbes
- Leeton
- MacKillop
- Menindee
- Narrandera
- Orange
- Parkes
- St. Joseph’s Oberon
- Willyama